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The Cape Town Science Centre is a registered non-profit organisation (031-701-NPO) and Public Benefit Organisation (18/11/13/2663).
All funds received directly support educational programmes and exhibits. 

We value and encourage your support.

CAPE TOWN SCIENCE CENTRE

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

There is no doubt that honey bees are one of the most significant pollinators in the
world! To produce more plants, pollinators are essential since they move pollen
from one plant to another. The honey bee is drawn to plants that have high levels
of nectar, which allows them to pollinate them. Join this hands-on workshop where
we will mix our love of Chemistry and Biology to make some honey slime!
Dates: 21 January & 11 February 2023
Cost: R5

HONEY SLIME 

Time: 11:00 
Ages: Suitable for ages 6+

Chromatography is a process whereby mixtures can be separated. It is used 
mainly for colour separation where one can see what pigments make up the one
colour. Join this hands-on workshop to learn more about chromatography as well 
as how flowers get their pigments!

Dates: 28 January & 18 February 2023
Cost: R5

CHROMO-FLOWERS 

Sometimes we forget to water our plants, but here at the CTSC we have created 
a self-watering system so that our plants will always have enough water to
drink! We will be incorporating one the main R’s for this hands-on workshop:
re-use! Join us to create your own self-watering plants! 

Dates: 4 February & 25 February 2023
Cost: R5 + bring your own 2L plastic bottle

SELF-WATERING PLANTS

DEMONSTRATIONS
Time: 14:30
Ages: Suitable for the whole family

Photosynthesis is the process whereby plants use sunlight, water and carbon 
dioxide to make their own food! Another essential component of photosynthesis
is chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is a chemical pigment that allows plants to absorb the
necessary light energy to make it green! Join us at The Science Corner where we 
will have a closer look at pigments as well as how photosynthesis works! 
Dates: 21 January & 11 February 2023
Cost: Entry fee only

WHY ARE PLANTS REALLY GREEN?

Paper is known for being biodegradable. Biodegradable means that the material 
can decompose by bacteria and other living organisms in the soil. Paper is made 
out of trees, making it easier to decompose by living organisms than other materials 
such as plastic. Join us at The Science Corner to learn more about what type of 
plants to plant throughout the year in the Western Cape, as well as how to make 
your own plant starters!

Dates: 28 January & 18 February 2023
Cost: Entry fee only

PAPER FLOWERS

Water is essential for all living organisms. Plants require water to produce food
through the process of photosynthesis. Capillary action is the movement of water
through different materials due to forces such as adhesion, cohesion and surface
tension. Join us at The Science Corner to learn more about the forces of water! 

Dates: 4 February & 18 February 2023
Cost: Entry fee only
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